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Reminder Session Description
 

Don’t Miss Your Targets:
Applying Modes, Maturity & Matchmaking to Your Cybersecurity Practice

What separates business owners with cybersecurity practices who achieve their targets from those 
who don't? Decades of experience with thousands of partners reveals business owners collaborate 
with leadership teams to make decisions, execute, and achieve targets along three primary 
dimensions:

1. Mode - they know who they are and what they are trying to build.

2. Maturity - they keep score, measure success, and benchmark against others.

3. Matchmaking - they leverage the right tools and people to help achieve their targets.
 

Join this session to hear from partners with cybersecurity practices and ConnectWise SMEs about 
how these dimensions impact partners’ growth. How did defining their Mode clarify their direction 
and team alignment? What matters when keeping score? When is it best to leverage tools and 
people outside your organization? Learn how you can apply lessons from these and other partners.



Don’t Miss Your Targets:
Applying Modes, Maturity & Matchmaking to Your Cybersecurity Practice

Panelists: Mike Ritsema
President
i3 Business Solutions

Tim Weber
VP of Channel Growth
Cyber74

Presenters: Brad Schow
VP, Business Transformation
ConnectWise

Scott Scrogin
IT Nation Innovation Director
ConnectWise
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INTRODUCTIONS1 MODES, MATURITY 
& MATCHMAKING
Brad Schow & Scott Scrogin

2 PARTNER JOURNEYS 
& LESSONS LEARNED
Mike Ritsema & Tim Weber

3

Q&A
Everyone4 NEXT STEPS & 

SESSION SURVEYS
Everyone

5
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3 Foundational Questions + 4 Modes Mindsets

1. What is your destination? What are you trying to build?

2. How will you get there? What does your journey look like?

3. When is your timeline? How long do you have?

Empire Builder Mode: You want swift 
growth and will make short-term 
sacrifices for substantial opportunity.

Startup Mode: You are open to many possibilities 
for what your company will become.

Balance Builder Mode: You want 
success but won’t sacrifice your 
personal life to get it.

Value Builder Mode: You want to 
build consistent long-term value 
and profitability.
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Which Modes Mindset™ below best describes your organization today?

The Startup company travels a chaotic journey not yet defining 
what type of company to become. Startups create a business 
while attempting to put in place the necessary people, processes, 
and plans to create their desired outcomes. They strive to create 
the momentum needed to advance to another Modes Mindset. 
They have little value creation in this Mode.
− Draw on energy for growth
− Difficulties in balancing work and life
− Financial discipline and oversight not in place to run the 

business following Best-in-Class financial numbers
− Usually live to work

The Balance Builder wants success but chooses not to trade the 
owners’ personal lifestyle to achieve financial success as a 
priority. Balance Builders strive to find the right clients, team, 
and profitability level to match their personal desire for 
lifestyle. They may mistake hard work for value creation at exit.
− Associated with flexibility and freedom
− Stable customer base and employees
− Minor changes for controlled growth
− Usually work to live

The Value Builder focuses on creating consistent increases 
towards a targeted value at a set time. Value Builders are 
intentional about growing profitability through incremental 
improvements in performance. Financial reward is most common 
at the owners’ exit.
− Consistent planning to achieve steady growth
− Strive towards becoming Best-in-Class
− Developing organizational culture and structure
− Usually live for a secure and better future

The Empire Builder commits to extremely fast growth and value 
creation. Empire Builders trade time and control today for the 
resources and execution required to reach defined goals and 
opportunities tomorrow. Often external sources fund rapid 
growth through mergers and acquisitions.
− Extremely focused on timelines and company targets
− Striving to scale sales and operations
− Disciplined planning processes and organization culture of 

accountability
− Usually sacrifice now for future gain
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Mode Profiles

Coaching Tip:
Use “look through 
the same lens” and 
“help us better 
align” metaphors 
to improve Clarity, 
Alignment, and 
Velocity.
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Modes Theory: What’s Available Today

www.ConnectWise.com/Modes

Over 1,400 assessments completed.

Partner videos and assets available.

Modes Theory introduced at IT Nation 

Evolve, Connect, Share and  Secure.
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Progress + performance

Teams, roles + empathy

Customer satisfaction

Effective communications

Identify issues objectively

Are you rowing together?
Same lake, boat, team & stroke

Attract + retain talent

Culture + clarity

Provide + scale services

Key habits + behaviors

Connect with plans + strategies

“We can all row. We can all show up and do 
some work. But where is your head at? I 
thought Modes was powerful.” – Partner
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Partner Benefits from Modes & Maturity Alignment

• Strengthen the Why – Discussions reinforced the Why of the company and the 

owner.

• Improve Perspective – Leadership team better understood pressures of ownership 

which built shared empathy.

• Plan for Exit – Discussions of what happens when owner exits.

• Understand Growth Strategies – How to grow, plus how fast…and when.

• Align on Gaps – Identify where gaps exist within owners and teams. How to align 

effectively. Also, how to include all staff post-pandemic
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PARTNER JOURNEYS & LESSONS LEARNED
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Key Questions for Partners

MODES MINDSET / CYBERSECURITY GROWTH JOURNEY

Startup Balance Builder Value Builder Empire Builder

Maturity
(Your organization)

Were/are you Basic, Mid, or 
High?

Were/are you Basic, Mid, or 
High?

Were/are you Basic, Mid, or 
High?

Were/are you Basic, Mid, or 
High?

Matching 
Offerings
(With your vendors 
and with your clients.)

How did/are you select and 
build cybersecurity client 
offerings, expertise, and 
thought leadership?

How did/are you select and 
build cybersecurity client 
offerings, expertise, and 
thought leadership?

How did/are you select and 
build cybersecurity client 
offerings, expertise, and 
thought leadership?

How did/are you select and 
build cybersecurity client 
offerings, expertise, and 
thought leadership?

Key Questions
(Select questions that 
apply and that you 
recall.)

How did/are you:
− Clarify direction?
− Align with team?
− Set targets and metrics?
− Determine key scoring?
− Select tools and/or 

people?

How did/are you:
− Clarify direction?
− Align with team?
− Set targets and metrics?
− Determine key scoring?
− Select tools and/or 

people?

How did/are you:
− Clarify direction?
− Align with team?
− Set targets and metrics?
− Determine key scoring?
− Select tools and/or 

people?

How did/are you:
− Clarify direction?
− Align with team?
− Set targets and metrics?
− Determine key scoring?
− Select tools and/or 

people?
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What is your cybersecurity journey and what has 
changed…and/or stayed the same over time?

Mike

− Firmly Value Builder following Balance Builder matchmaking in past.

− Transitioning to Empire Builder…maybe.

Tim

− Long-time Value Builder to Empire Builder now with NCT/PE, now as MSSP.

− Overall structure/setup has stayed the same.
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How did knowing your Mode and defining your 
Maturity clarify your direction and team alignment?

Mike

− Previously stuck at $100K MRR years ago.

− Mix of work, acquisitions, and metrics helped alignment.

Tim

− End in Mind thinking allowed for defined vision, small chunks, waypoints, and 
working backwards.

− New Charter involvement and resources enabled acceleration to vision.
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What matters to your performance with 
cybersecurity metrics and when keeping score?

Mike

− “I have a problem.”

− Clear cadence with EOS Traction Dashboard. Still too much “Muscle and Feel.”

− Mature budget and dashboard. Now need departmental forecast and budgets.

Tim

− Transition in use of metrics from Value Builder to Empire Builder, and with MSSP.

− Relevant goals are key, with team members knowing how they contribute.

− Need to choose goals wisely and be careful with KPI sprawl.
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When is it best to leverage cybersecurity tools and 
people outside your organization?

Mike

− My answer is always…and I have a story.

− Example: ConnectWise SOC, 2 x Techs, local consultants.

− Story of large cybersecurity incident recovery.

Tim

− A key to growth, with deliberate decisions to partner (ConnectWise, IP, other).

− Having clarity on Journey, Mode, and Score/KPIs helps drive partnering decision.

− The need/ability to say NO to things is important. “Relentless focus” is critical.



Q & A



NEXT STEPS
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Additional Slides
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5 Principal Insights: Business, Team, Life, and Growth

1. There is no right or wrong Mode or defined progression between Modes.

2. Modes alignment discussions often lack consensus, uncover 
misalignment, and require regular review.

3. Partners value benchmarking against "best-in-mode" partners to keep 
score and compare with owners in similar mindsets.

4. Partners often move between Modes during entrepreneurial changes and 
life events.

5. Partners believe that their relationship with ConnectWise and other 
vendors can transform into partnerships which use a common language.
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MODES, MATURITY & MATCHMAKING
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